# UM Housing Fire Log 2020

**Date and Time Fire Occurred** | **Location** | **Date Reported** | **Cause of Fire** | **Injury** | **Deaths** | **Approx. Property**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Jan-20 | Aber Hall | 28-Jan-20 | No sign of fire. Elevator rotor overheated which caused the building to evacuate. | NA | NA | $0-99
Feb-20 | Jesse Hall (outside) | 12-Feb-20 | Garbage can was emanating smoke. Burned paper was found, when the smoke was cleared. | NA | NA | $0-99
Feb-20 | Lewis & Clark Office (outside) | 16-Feb-20 | Garbage can was emanating smoke. | NA | NA | $0-99